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approaches us the waves axe thereby crowded
together in the intervening space and the wave
length appears less than L if the body recedes
the wavelength appears greater than L The
Austrian physicist J Doppler (1303-53) diB
covered this behaviour in sound waves and it
explains the well known change of pitch of a train
whistle as it approaches and passes us The
same principle applies to the light Every atom
emits light of definite wavelengths which appear
in a spectroscope as a series of coloured lines—a
different series for each atom If the atom is in a
receding body all the lines have slightly longer
wavelengths than usual and the amount of the
change depends umnuely on the speed Longer
wavelengths mean that the hght is redder than
usual so that a hght from a receding body shows
what is called a red shift The speed of
recession can be calculated from the amount of
red shift
It was the American astronomer V M Slipher
who first showed (in 1914) that some galaxies
emitted light with a red shift In the 1020s and
1930s the famous astronomer E Hubble (1889-
1S53) meabured both the distances and red shift
of manj alaxies and proved what i now known
l.s Hubble b Law This states that the speed of
recession of galaxies is proportional to then-
distance from us This does not apply to our
neighbours in the Iiocal Group we and they are
keeping together Hubble s Law lias been test°d
and found to hold for the farthest detectable
galaxies they are about 7 X 1Q3 light ye~rs
away and are receding with a speed *• of that of light
Does this mean that the Local Group is the
centre of the universe and that everything else is
rushing away from us? No Hubbies Law
would appear rest the same from any other cluster
of gaLixies Imagine yon are in a square on some
fabulous chess board which is steadily doubling
its size every hour all other squares double their
distances from you m an hour Therefore the
farther squares from you must travel faster than
the nearer ones in fact Hubble s Law must be
obeyed But anyone standing in any other square
would get the same impression
This extraordinary behaviour of the universe
is one of the most exciting discoveries of science
Let us envisage one possible implication If the
galaxies have always been receding then to the
past they must have been closer together Pol
lowing this to its conclusion it seems that all the
matter in the universe must have been packed
densely together about 1010 years aeo Was this
really so? The lack of any definite answer to this
question is one of the things that makes cosmology
eo interesting
Quasars and Pulsars
InNbvember 1962 Australian radio astronomers
located a strong radio emitter with sufficient pre
cision for the Mt Palomar optical astronomers to
identify it on photographs and examine the nature
of its hght The red shift was so great that the
object must be exceedingly distant on the other
hand it looked star like much smaller than a
galaxy By the beginning of 1967 over a hundred
of these objects had been discovered and other
characteristics established such as strong ultra
violet radiation and inconstancy m some cases of
the rate at which radiation is emitted Not all
of these so called quasars are strong radio emitters
some show all the other characteristics except
radio emission It has been estimated that the
quiet kind are about a hundred tunes more
numerous than the radio kind One great prob
lem here is how can such relatively small objects
generate such Inconceivably great amounts of
energy that they appear bright at such huge
distances? So far this is unanswered these
quasi stellar objects are a great mystery though
they are generally held to be an Important pointer
towards a deeper understanding of cosmolocy
Late In 1967 while Investigating quasars
Cambridge radio astronomers discovered pulsars
a new type of heavenly body Their character
istio is the emission of pulses of radio waves every
second or so with a repetition rate that is regular
to at least 1 part in 10* At present they are
believed to be peculiar stars hardly bigger than the
Earth and situated inside our galaxy
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Errors of observation and interpretation occur
of course But there are many checks and
repetitions made so that on the whole the
descriptive account of the universe would be
generally agreed among astronomers When Ifc
comes to inventing theoretical explanations how-
ever science ip on less sure ground and indeed the
theory of the -nniverse is an arena of controversy
at present In most other sc ences experiments
can be repeated and the same phenomena ob
served under differing out controlled condition."
This is very helpful Bat by definition there is
only one universe one cannot repeat i* or do
experiments with it On the other hand it must
be remembered that the ught from distant
galaxies lias taken perhaps 10° years to reach us
so it tells us what the galaxies were like that
number of years ago Therefore we are not con
fined simply to describing the present state of the
universe by looking farther into space we are
looking farther into the past «s well How then
does the state of the universe vary with time!
Evolutionary Theories
On° an&wer to this can be obtained from
Einstein s general theory of relativity Some
slight indication of what this theory is about is
given on page S15 and its logical development is
of course a matter for mathematical specialists
It turns out that if we assume that matter is
distributed uniformly throughout space (as
observation strongly suggests) then the solutions
of Emstein s equations show how the state of the
universe may vary with time Unfortunately
there ore many possible solutions corresponding to
expanding static or contracting universes As
ve have already seen the actual universe is ex
panding therefore the static and contracting
solutions can be ruled out There is still a multi
phcity of expanding possibilities some correspond
to indefinite expansion from an initially very
dense state others to expansion followed by con
traction to a dense state followed by expansion
and so on repeatedly te a pukakno universe
The dense state is presumably to be identified
with the tune when the receding galaxies were all
concsntiated near one another possibly in some
dense conglomeration of atoms This initial state
is thought by some to be the origin of the universe
they would say It has been expanding and evolving
ever since If the universe is pulsating then
sooner or later gravitational attractions between
galaxies will slow the observed recession down and
turn It into a mutual approach and so back to the
dense state A straightforward application of the
mathematics makes this dense state -infinitely
dense and presumably something must happen
before this inconceivable situation arises For
example forces between atomic nuclei may play
an important part and determine what the dense
state (if any) is actually hke
The Steady-State Theory
A rival theory was proposed in 1948 by Bondi
Gold and Hoyle They suggested that the
universe is not changing with tune there was no
initial dense state and no pulsations the universe
always has been and always will be hke it is now
This does not mean that no local changes can be
observed—this would clearly be contrary to the
facts But it does mean that on the large scale
the clusters of galaxies have a distribution which
is uniform In space and unchanging La time If
the numbers of clusters of galaxies hi & large
volume of space were counted every few thousand
million years the answer would always be the same
At first sight this appears to contradict outright
the observed expansion of the universe For if
the galaxies are receding from one another how
can the number in a given volume remain con
stant? The situation ib saved by a bold proposal
It Is that matter In the form of hydrogen atoms
is being cavhnwusly created throughout space.
This gas accumulates in due course into new
galaxies so that as the old ones move apart the
young ones appear to keep the numbers up The

